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TheGrio

Bank of America grants $500K to International African American Museum
Bank of America reaffirmed its support for the International African American Museum (IAAM) with an
additional $500,000 grant on top […] The post Bank of America grants $500K to International African
American Museum appeared first on TheGrio.

The Courier Journal

Looking to give back this holiday season? Here are 20+ ways you can volunteer and help
With everything still going on this year, this is the perfect time to take a breather, think about what
matters most and how you can help others.

Les Propriétaires avec des crédits se Régalent !
Avec ce nouveau Dispositif, certains arrivent à diviser par 2 les mensualités des crédits. Une simple étude
en ligne pour connaître son éligibilité.

MoneyWise

Mortgage rates just moved higher — but you can still find a refinance loan at under 2%
Experts warn that the Fed, inflation and an improving economy will keep rates rising.

Reuters

Activision CEO Kotick would consider leaving if he can’t quickly fix problems – WSJ
In a meeting on Friday with executives of the video game publisher’s Blizzard Entertainment unit, Kotick
stopped short of saying he would step down, but left it open if misconduct issues at the company
weren’t fixed quickly, the people quoted told WSJ. Activision Blizzard did not respond to a Reuters…
request for comment outside business hours. The move comes after some employees at the company
staged a walkout last Tuesday after a Wall Street Journal report https://on.wsj.com/30IoWoL stated that
Kotick knew about allegations of sexual harassment and assault earlier than previously reported.

Bloomberg

Samsung to Name U.S. Plant Location This Week, Yonhap Says
(Bloomberg) -- Samsung Electronics Co. will announce the location of its new chip plant in the U.S. this
week, following Vice Chairman Jay Y. Lee’s trip to the country and Canada, Yonhap News reported.Most
Read from BloombergNew York City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But a…
What Cost?The Women Behind Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is
Creeping Across JapanMaverick 70-Year-Old CEO Is Determined to Shake Up Japanese FinanceTayl

0€* sur les achats d’actions & ETFs Euronext Paris
Toute opération de trading comporte des risques de perte en capital. Achetez des actions & ETFs sans
commission. *Voir les conditions

FX Empire

Earnings to Watch in Holiday-Shortened Week: Zoom, Medtronic, Best Buy, Dollar Tree and
Deere in Focus
Following is a list of earnings scheduled for release Nov 22-26, along with previews for select companies.
Some investors believe that small-cap stocks will benefit from a strong economy, low valuations, and an
unfavourable impact of tax reforms. They will keep an eye out for signs that rising costs, labour…
shortages amid supply chain disruptions will erode U.S. corporate profits this quarter and in the future. It
is worth noting that the U.S. stock market will be closed for the Thanksgiving hol

TheStreet.com

Williams-Sonoma Looks Bullish Into the Holidays
For his final "Executive Decision" segment of Friday's Mad Money program, Jim Cramer sat down with
Laura Alber, CEO of Williams-Sonoma , the home goods retailer. Williams-Sonoma is taking its online
shopping experience to a new level with features like augmented reality. Alber added that because…
Williams-Sonoma designs and manufactures most of its products, it's close to the production process
and has made strides toward sustainability.

Barrons.com

Activision CEO Reportedly Says He Would Consider Leaving if Culture Can’t Be Fixed
The Wall Street Journal reports that Activision CEO Bobby Kotick stopped short of saying he would step
down in a meeting with executives.

Un Cadeau Génial pour Noël ou pour un Anniversaire
Le Sac à Dos Intelligent Siena est un sac élégant et compact doté de toutes les fonctionnalités qu'un
voyageur pourrait demander et bien plus encore!

Bloomberg

China Property Moguls Use Billions of Their Own Cash on Rescues
(Bloomberg) -- Billionaire owners of Chinese developers have dipped into their own pockets for at least
$3.8 billion to save their troubled companies from default, as a cash crunch engulfs the industry. Most
Read from BloombergNew York City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But a…
What Cost?The Women Behind Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is
Creeping Across JapanMaverick 70-Year-Old CEO Is Determined to Shake Up Japanese FinanceFr

WSJ

WSJ Opinion: Making America High Taxed Again
Journal Editorial Report: Paul Gigot interviews the president of the Tax Foundation, Scott Hodge. Image:
Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images

Reuters

Tencent boosts Prosus profit, e-commerce trading loss widens
Prosus, which owns a $175 billion minority stake in Chinese internet gaming and social media group
Tencent, posted an 8% rise in first-half trading profit to $2.9 billion as revenue rose rapidly in its overall
portfolio. Sometimes compared to SoftBank and its Vision Fund, Prosus NV, owns stakes in a wide rang…
of consumer internet companies, with returns from Tencent Holdings dominating its overall
performance. Although its net profit spiked after Prosus booked a one-time profit of $12.3 billion on the
sale of part of its Tencent stake, operating losses at businesses it controls increased.

Bonne nouvelle pour ceux qui payent +2500€ d'impôt
-60 ans et + de 200€ d'impôts/mois? Testez votre éligibilité en 30s et téléchargez votre guide gratuit dès
maintenant.

Bloomberg

El Salvador Plans Tokenized Bitcoin Bonds and Tax-Free ‘Bitcoin City’
(Bloomberg) -- El Salvador intends to issue the world’s first sovereign Bitcoin bonds and build Bitcoin City,
which will be free of income, property and capital gains taxes, President Nayib Bukele announced in the
beach town of Mizata to a crowd of cheering Bitcoin enthusiasts. Most Read from BloombergNew York…
City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But at What Cost?The Women Behind
Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is Creeping Acros

Investor's Business Daily

Is Verizon Stock A Buy? 5G Wireless Competition Vs. AT&T, T-Mobile To Intensify
VZ stock provides a dividend but a buyback has been shelved amid 5G wireless investments. Will
investors place a higher multiple on Verizon stock on expectations of revenue growth reaccelerating?

Bloomberg

The Metaverse,  Crypto and EVs Are Among 2021’s Big Tech Winners
(Bloomberg) -- When Americans gather around the Thanksgiving table this week, the blistering rally in
technology, electric vehicles and crypto-related stocks is likely to be a part of their conversations.Most
Read from BloombergNew York City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But a…
What Cost?The Women Behind Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is
Creeping Across JapanMaverick 70-Year-Old CEO Is Determined to Shake Up Japanese FinanceT

Combien ça coûte d'être incinéré?
Voici combien un enterrement devrait vous coûter en 2021

Yahoo Finance

'The greatest story for the 2022 outlook yet untold'
You might have noticed that your options at the store are more limited than usual. This is because of the
supply chain issues we all hear about every day.

Investopedia

Using Your IRA to Buy Real Estate
Using an IRA account to buy real estate is not for those who lack the time and expertise to manage such
an investment.

MarketWatch

Telecom Italia surges on deal news, but Europe stocks give up gains as Merkel drives more
COVID worries
European stocks slipped Monday, after a weekend of protests across the continent over increasing
COVID restrictions and concerns the situation will only worsen. Deal news was in play for the telecom
sector.

Un petit appareil arrête le ronflement en secondes
Une nouvelle invention qui va plaire à ceux qui souffrent de ronflement

Bloomberg

Dubai Ranks of IPO Hopefuls Grow With Shuaa Plans for Two Listings
(Bloomberg) -- Shuaa Capital PSC, which oversees around $14 billion in assets, is considering initial public
offerings of two of its portfolio companies as Dubai’s efforts to revive its stock market gain traction
among private businesses, according to people familiar with the matter.Most Read from BloombergNew…
York City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But at What Cost?The Women
Behind Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is Creeping

Investopedia

Can I Fund a Roth IRA & Contribute to My Employer's Retirement Plan?
Find out the rules and limits on contributing to both a Roth IRA and an employer-sponsored retirement
plan.

The Wall Street Journal

Ericsson to Buy Vonage for $6.2 Billion, Bulking Up Cloud Presence
The Swedish telecom-equipment maker said the deal, its biggest ever, will expand its wireless enterprise
business and broaden its global offerings.
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The City of Philadelphia Selects Design Workshop to Reimagine
Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin Parkway

November 10, 2021 · 4 min read

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 10, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The City of Philadelphia announced today

that Design Workshop, an international landscape architecture, planning and urban design

firm, and its sub-consultant team, will lead an engagement and design process to re-imagine

the design and function of Philadelphia's iconic Benjamin Franklin Parkway. The team will

also work with the Philadelphia Office of Transportation, Infrastructure and Sustainability,

and Philadelphia Parks and Recreation.

Philadelphia Parks & Recreation

Design Workshop won a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) process led by the Lindy

Institute for Urban Innovation at Drexel University on behalf of the City and in collaboration

with the Parkway Council. The project is made possible by a grant from the William Penn

Foundation. The Mayor's Fund for Philadelphia is serving as the fiscal administrator.

"We are honored to be a part of this iconic project. Drawing on a team that includes local

firms who have deep roots in shaping Philadelphia's public spaces and international partners

who will leverage key takeaways from the transformation of the Champs-Elysees by PCA-

STREAM to the Tverskaya Street Revitalization project in Moscow by Mobility In Chain, we

will collaborate with the people of Philadelphia to co-create an equitable and inclusive

future for the Parkway," said Kurt Culbertson, Principal with Design Workshop.

Selected from eighteen renowned design teams, the Design Workshop team includes a local,

national and international team of sub-consultants, including Philadelphia-based firms

Ground Reconsidered, Kimley-Horn, CH Planning, Meliora Design, and Dharam Consulting.

"The Design Workshop team gets it, and gets us. They understand the significance this

grand boulevard plays in defining the heritage, culture, and tourism of our City. We are

excited to begin redefining who we are and what we value by designing a more vibrant,

inclusive, and pedestrian-friendly Parkway that prioritizes people and parks over cars and

concrete," said Philadelphia Parks & Recreation Commissioner Kathryn Ott Lovell.

The project is expected to last 12-18 months and will include an in-depth public engagement

process, schematic design, a recommended project schedule, and cost estimates. The

engagement and design process will include collaboration with the Parkway Council and

other partners.

"We look forward to working with the city and the Design Workshop team to accelerate the

transformation of the Parkway into a great urban park that is welcoming of all

Philadelphians," said Matt Rader, President of the Parkway Council Board of Directors.

The resulting plan for the future revitalization of the Benjamin Franklin Parkway will be

based on innovative people-centric design ideas and creative approaches to transportation,

economic development, and storm water management along with phased implementation.

"The Benjamin Franklin Parkway is Philadelphia's grand boulevard, a historic cultural

epicenter that has the opportunity to become a vibrant, bustling public space for all

Philadelphians," said, Jim Kenney, Mayor of Philadelphia. "The team selected to carry out

this work is as bold, spectacular, and rooted in local pride as the Parkway itself. I encourage

Philadelphia residents to join in on this journey to reimagine what is possible on the

Parkway through the lens of the Design Workshop's talented team of public space experts."

The Office of Transportation, Infrastructure and Sustainability (OTIS) coordinates the

implementation of Complete Streets policies in Philadelphia. For more information, visit

www.phillyotis.com.

Philadelphia Parks & Recreation (PPR) advances the prosperity of the city and the

progress of its people through stewardship of nearly 10,200 acres of public land and

waterways, and management of 500 recreation buildings, 166 miles of trail, and 250

playgrounds. Visit us at www.phila.gov/parksandrec, and follow @philaparkandrec on

Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.

Founded in 1969, Design Workshop is an internationally renowned design firm specializing

in landscape architecture, urban planning and strategic services with eight studios in the

U.S. and projects spanning the globe. Our work focuses on the intersection of art,

community, environment and economics to increase social equity and create places of

meaning and resonance. For additional information visit us at www.designworkshop.com

and follow @designworkshop on LinkedIn and Instagram.

Cision

View original content to download multimedia:https://www.prnewswire.com/news-

releases/the-city-of-philadelphia-selects-design-workshop-to-reimagine-philadelphias-

benjamin-franklin-parkway-301421315.html

SOURCE Design Workshop; Philadelphia Parks & Recreation
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TheGrio

Bank of America grants $500K to International African American Museum
Bank of America reaffirmed its support for the International African American Museum (IAAM) with an
additional $500,000 grant on top […] The post Bank of America grants $500K to International African
American Museum appeared first on TheGrio.

The Courier Journal

Looking to give back this holiday season? Here are 20+ ways you can volunteer and help
With everything still going on this year, this is the perfect time to take a breather, think about what
matters most and how you can help others.

Les Propriétaires avec des crédits se Régalent !
Avec ce nouveau Dispositif, certains arrivent à diviser par 2 les mensualités des crédits. Une simple étude
en ligne pour connaître son éligibilité.

MoneyWise

Mortgage rates just moved higher — but you can still find a refinance loan at under 2%
Experts warn that the Fed, inflation and an improving economy will keep rates rising.

Reuters

Activision CEO Kotick would consider leaving if he can’t quickly fix problems – WSJ
In a meeting on Friday with executives of the video game publisher’s Blizzard Entertainment unit, Kotick
stopped short of saying he would step down, but left it open if misconduct issues at the company
weren’t fixed quickly, the people quoted told WSJ. Activision Blizzard did not respond to a Reuters…
request for comment outside business hours. The move comes after some employees at the company
staged a walkout last Tuesday after a Wall Street Journal report https://on.wsj.com/30IoWoL stated that
Kotick knew about allegations of sexual harassment and assault earlier than previously reported.

Bloomberg

Samsung to Name U.S. Plant Location This Week, Yonhap Says
(Bloomberg) -- Samsung Electronics Co. will announce the location of its new chip plant in the U.S. this
week, following Vice Chairman Jay Y. Lee’s trip to the country and Canada, Yonhap News reported.Most
Read from BloombergNew York City Is Building a Wall of Oysters to Fend Off FloodsA Denser City, But a…
What Cost?The Women Behind Historic House DesignsFrom Bathhouses to Fisheries, Hidden Inflation Is
Creeping Across JapanMaverick 70-Year-Old CEO Is Determined to Shake Up Japanese FinanceTayl
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Earnings to Watch in Holiday-Shortened Week: Zoom, Medtronic, Best Buy, Dollar Tree and
Deere in Focus
Following is a list of earnings scheduled for release Nov 22-26, along with previews for select companies.
Some investors believe that small-cap stocks will benefit from a strong economy, low valuations, and an
unfavourable impact of tax reforms. They will keep an eye out for signs that rising costs, labour…
shortages amid supply chain disruptions will erode U.S. corporate profits this quarter and in the future. It
is worth noting that the U.S. stock market will be closed for the Thanksgiving hol

TheStreet.com

Williams-Sonoma Looks Bullish Into the Holidays
For his final "Executive Decision" segment of Friday's Mad Money program, Jim Cramer sat down with
Laura Alber, CEO of Williams-Sonoma , the home goods retailer. Williams-Sonoma is taking its online
shopping experience to a new level with features like augmented reality. Alber added that because…
Williams-Sonoma designs and manufactures most of its products, it's close to the production process
and has made strides toward sustainability.

Barrons.com

Activision CEO Reportedly Says He Would Consider Leaving if Culture Can’t Be Fixed
The Wall Street Journal reports that Activision CEO Bobby Kotick stopped short of saying he would step
down in a meeting with executives.
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voyageur pourrait demander et bien plus encore!
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(Bloomberg) -- Billionaire owners of Chinese developers have dipped into their own pockets for at least
$3.8 billion to save their troubled companies from default, as a cash crunch engulfs the industry. Most
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WSJ Opinion: Making America High Taxed Again
Journal Editorial Report: Paul Gigot interviews the president of the Tax Foundation, Scott Hodge. Image:
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Reuters

Tencent boosts Prosus profit, e-commerce trading loss widens
Prosus, which owns a $175 billion minority stake in Chinese internet gaming and social media group
Tencent, posted an 8% rise in first-half trading profit to $2.9 billion as revenue rose rapidly in its overall
portfolio. Sometimes compared to SoftBank and its Vision Fund, Prosus NV, owns stakes in a wide rang…
of consumer internet companies, with returns from Tencent Holdings dominating its overall
performance. Although its net profit spiked after Prosus booked a one-time profit of $12.3 billion on the
sale of part of its Tencent stake, operating losses at businesses it controls increased.
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El Salvador Plans Tokenized Bitcoin Bonds and Tax-Free ‘Bitcoin City’
(Bloomberg) -- El Salvador intends to issue the world’s first sovereign Bitcoin bonds and build Bitcoin City,
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beach town of Mizata to a crowd of cheering Bitcoin enthusiasts. Most Read from BloombergNew York…
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VZ stock provides a dividend but a buyback has been shelved amid 5G wireless investments. Will
investors place a higher multiple on Verizon stock on expectations of revenue growth reaccelerating?
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The Metaverse,  Crypto and EVs Are Among 2021’s Big Tech Winners
(Bloomberg) -- When Americans gather around the Thanksgiving table this week, the blistering rally in
technology, electric vehicles and crypto-related stocks is likely to be a part of their conversations.Most
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You might have noticed that your options at the store are more limited than usual. This is because of the
supply chain issues we all hear about every day.
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Using Your IRA to Buy Real Estate
Using an IRA account to buy real estate is not for those who lack the time and expertise to manage such
an investment.
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Telecom Italia surges on deal news, but Europe stocks give up gains as Merkel drives more
COVID worries
European stocks slipped Monday, after a weekend of protests across the continent over increasing
COVID restrictions and concerns the situation will only worsen. Deal news was in play for the telecom
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The City of Philadelphia Selects Design Workshop to Reimagine
Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin Parkway

November 10, 2021 · 4 min read

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 10, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The City of Philadelphia announced today

that Design Workshop, an international landscape architecture, planning and urban design

firm, and its sub-consultant team, will lead an engagement and design process to re-imagine

the design and function of Philadelphia's iconic Benjamin Franklin Parkway. The team will

also work with the Philadelphia Office of Transportation, Infrastructure and Sustainability,

and Philadelphia Parks and Recreation.

Philadelphia Parks & Recreation

Design Workshop won a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) process led by the Lindy

Institute for Urban Innovation at Drexel University on behalf of the City and in collaboration

with the Parkway Council. The project is made possible by a grant from the William Penn

Foundation. The Mayor's Fund for Philadelphia is serving as the fiscal administrator.

"We are honored to be a part of this iconic project. Drawing on a team that includes local

firms who have deep roots in shaping Philadelphia's public spaces and international partners

who will leverage key takeaways from the transformation of the Champs-Elysees by PCA-

STREAM to the Tverskaya Street Revitalization project in Moscow by Mobility In Chain, we

will collaborate with the people of Philadelphia to co-create an equitable and inclusive

future for the Parkway," said Kurt Culbertson, Principal with Design Workshop.

Selected from eighteen renowned design teams, the Design Workshop team includes a local,

national and international team of sub-consultants, including Philadelphia-based firms

Ground Reconsidered, Kimley-Horn, CH Planning, Meliora Design, and Dharam Consulting.

"The Design Workshop team gets it, and gets us. They understand the significance this

grand boulevard plays in defining the heritage, culture, and tourism of our City. We are

excited to begin redefining who we are and what we value by designing a more vibrant,

inclusive, and pedestrian-friendly Parkway that prioritizes people and parks over cars and

concrete," said Philadelphia Parks & Recreation Commissioner Kathryn Ott Lovell.

The project is expected to last 12-18 months and will include an in-depth public engagement

process, schematic design, a recommended project schedule, and cost estimates. The

engagement and design process will include collaboration with the Parkway Council and

other partners.

"We look forward to working with the city and the Design Workshop team to accelerate the

transformation of the Parkway into a great urban park that is welcoming of all

Philadelphians," said Matt Rader, President of the Parkway Council Board of Directors.

The resulting plan for the future revitalization of the Benjamin Franklin Parkway will be

based on innovative people-centric design ideas and creative approaches to transportation,

economic development, and storm water management along with phased implementation.

"The Benjamin Franklin Parkway is Philadelphia's grand boulevard, a historic cultural

epicenter that has the opportunity to become a vibrant, bustling public space for all

Philadelphians," said, Jim Kenney, Mayor of Philadelphia. "The team selected to carry out

this work is as bold, spectacular, and rooted in local pride as the Parkway itself. I encourage

Philadelphia residents to join in on this journey to reimagine what is possible on the

Parkway through the lens of the Design Workshop's talented team of public space experts."

The Office of Transportation, Infrastructure and Sustainability (OTIS) coordinates the

implementation of Complete Streets policies in Philadelphia. For more information, visit

www.phillyotis.com.

Philadelphia Parks & Recreation (PPR) advances the prosperity of the city and the

progress of its people through stewardship of nearly 10,200 acres of public land and

waterways, and management of 500 recreation buildings, 166 miles of trail, and 250

playgrounds. Visit us at www.phila.gov/parksandrec, and follow @philaparkandrec on

Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.

Founded in 1969, Design Workshop is an internationally renowned design firm specializing

in landscape architecture, urban planning and strategic services with eight studios in the

U.S. and projects spanning the globe. Our work focuses on the intersection of art,

community, environment and economics to increase social equity and create places of

meaning and resonance. For additional information visit us at www.designworkshop.com

and follow @designworkshop on LinkedIn and Instagram.
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